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Preview (1)
I

Motivating question: What is the likelihood of technological
unemployment in the near future?

I

This paper takes a first step: How likely is automation of
current (2010) occupations?
Basic Idea: Forward-looking analysis of automatability of
occupations

I

– Apply the forward-looking methodology of Blinder (2009) on
offshorability to automatability.
– Build on Autor, Levy and Murdane (2003) (ALM) by updating
their measure of automatability
I

Focus on technological preconditions for automatability
– Identification of potential automatability rather than
prediction of actual future developments
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Preview (2)

I

Data
– O*NET: occupational characteristics
– Standard Occupation Classification: employment and wages

I

Method
– Use combination of subjective categorization and ML-tools to
generate an automatibility score for each SOC occupation.

I

Results
– up to 47% of employment susceptible to automation in the
near future (”jobs at risk”)
– Probability of automation inversely related to wages and
education: Break of polarization pattern observed since 1980s
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Outline

I

Brief Historical Overview

I

Recap of ALM

I

Technology in the 21st Century

I

Data and Measurement

I

Results
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Historical Overview of Technological Impact on Labor
I

Initial mechanization in 19th century primarily deskilling :
artisan craftsmen replaced by unskilled factory workers

I

Slow shift towards capital-skill complementarity over time

I

Up until around 1980: compressed wage differentials due to
supply effects (schooling)

I

Since 1980: strong increase in skill premium and polarization

I

Main driver: ICT revolution
Two competing effects of technology:

I

– direct substitution of labor in particular tasks
– expansonary effects on labor via complementary tasks
I

Historically, second effect has dominated but unclear whether
this will remain so

I

In this paper: assess the potential technological scope for
substitution in the near future
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Adaption of ALM methodology
I

Recap ALM:
– categorize jobs in 2 × 2 matrix:
routine/non-routine vs manual/cognitive.
– motivation: only codifiable tasks are automatable → focus on
routineness of tasks, given state of technology

I

Precondition for automation: ability to codify problem in a set
of procedural rules to appropriately direct the technology for
each contingency potentially arising

I

With ML: codifiability mainly requires access to training data
Adapt ALM model sketch from routineness (LR /LN R ) to
codifiability (or susceptibility) of labor (LS /LN S )

I

– Assumption: LS and computer capital C perfect substitutes,
both substitute for LN S with elasticity β ∈ [0, 1]
– C assumed to be supplied at exogenously declining price pC
– With pC ↓, reallocation of labor from LS to LN S (Roy, 1951)
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What are (non-)susceptible tasks?
I

Susceptible tasks defined as tasks amenable to ML

Subject to distinct engineering bottlenecks: speed in
overcoming those will determine speed of automation
1. perception and manipulation
I

– Challenge mainly in unstructured work environments w/
outside interference and irregular objects/failure recovery
– Sidestep by task design

2. creative intelligence
– Creating ideas: unfamiliar combinations of familiar ideas
– Challenge: evaluation of creative outcomes in codifiable way

3. social intelligence
– both recognition and reaction to human emotions very
challenging
I

Bottom line: 1. relatively easily automatable while 2./3.
much less likely in short/medium run
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Data
I
I

O*NET contains data on 903 occupations
O*NET provides different types of information on individual
occupations:
– Standardized and measurable set of variables, comparable
across occupations
– Verbal occupation-specific task descriptions

I

I

O*NET occupations closely correspond to DoL Standard
Occupational Classification (SOC), for which employment and
wage data are available
Aggregation into 6-dig SOC occupations
– take (simple?) average of underlying O*NET variables for
aggregation
– exclude SOC categories w/o O*NET correspondence

I

Arrive at 702 final occupations for analysis
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Implementation Steps – Overview
1. Subjectively hand-label 70 occupations into (not) automatable
based on occupation-specific task descriptions by asking
Can the tasks of this job be sufficiently specified, conditionally
on the availability of big data, to be performed by state of the
art computer-controlled equipment?
– binary labelling
– Choice aided by experts from AI/ML engineering

2. Identify objective O*NET variables corresponding to specific
engineering bottlenecks
– Multiple numerical scales indicating relevance/complexity for
performing particular task
– ’level’: indicates required capability of the respective skill
– The selection of variables is a subjective choice!

3. Based on variables selected, assign automation probability to
remaining 632 occupations using supervised learning
– Validate subjective hand-labelling using variables chosen in 2.
– Use classification algorithm to assign automation probabilities
to remaining 632 occupations
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Step 2: Selected O*NET Variables
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Step 3: Classification Method (1)
I

Variables selected in Step 2 serve as feature vector x ∈ R9 .

I

’automatable’ label constitutes a class y ∈ {0, 1}
Hand-assigned occupations serve as training data D = (X, y)

I

– X ∈ R70×9 matrix of variables
– y ∈ {0, 1}70 associated labels
I

Probabilistic classification algorithm: exploit information in D
to return
P (y∗ = 1|x∗ , X, y)

I

Achieve prob. class. through discriminant function f : x → R

I

Given f (x∗ ) ≡ f∗ , assume
P (y∗ = 1|f∗ ) =

1
1 + exp (−f∗ )
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Step 3: Classification Method (2) – discriminant function
I

GP is a statistical distribution over functions f : χ → R such
that the function value f (x) observed at x is just a sample of
some multivariate Gaussian distribution

I

Prior distribution of function values f completely specified by
covariance function K: f ∼ N (0, K)

I

Choice of specific GP classifier boils down to choosing
particular covariance function K.
three different models for the discriminant function (i.e. K)

I

1. logit function: f (x) = w0 x, w unknown weights (chosen using
training data?) (GP with linear covariance)
2. exponentiated quadratic Gaussian process (GP) classifier
3. rational quadratic GP classifier
I

Given D, use GP to predict function value f∗ at input x∗

I

To infer label probability p(y∗ | x∗ , D) use Approximate
Expectation Algorithm (Minka, 2001).
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Step 3: Classification Method (3) – model evaluation
I

I

Test models 1. − 3. using GPML toolbox (Rasmussen and
Nickisch, 2010)
Validation procedure:
– randomly draw 35 observations from training data and use to
predict other half; compare against hand-matched labels
– repeat 100 times and evaluate using Receiver Operating
Characteristic curve (ROC) and log-likelihood.
– Choose exponential quadratic: ROC about 0.9

I

Apply the model to test features X∗ ∈ R702×9 comprising
entire sample of occupations

I

Obtain probability of automation as P (z∗ |X∗ , D)

I

Since GP nonlinear: captures potentially complex relationships
between variables (next slide)
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Variation of Feature Vector with Probability of Automation
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Results (1) – Employment and Risk of Automation

I

I

admin (orange), sales (red) and services (pink): high risk
(bottleneck 1)
management/STEM (blues), educ/health (greens): low risk
(bottlenecks 2, 3)
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Results (2) – Automation, Education and Wages

I

Predicts break in polarization patter observed since 1980s
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Summary
I

Data
– O*NET: occupational characteristics
– Standard Occupation Classification: employment and wages

I

Method
– Use combination of subjective categorization and ML-tools to
generate an automatibility score for each SOC occupation.

I

Results
– up to 47% of 2010 employment susceptible to automatization
in the near future (”jobs at risk”)
– Probability of automatization inversely related to wages and
education: Break of polarization pattern observed since 1980s

I

Note
– Focus on potentially automatable jobs in 2010: No stance on
expected actual future numbers
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